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1.

GETTING STARTED: A Quick Reference Tutorial

THE FUNDAMENTALS

https://grdr.hms.harvard.edu

REGISTERING – Open Access (Level 1 Access)
Go to https://grdr.hms.harvard.edu. Use your eRA Commons or Gmail account. First time users of the
platform will be required to provide some general information. You will then be able to log in and will be presented
with the list of registries integrated in the NCATS GRDR i2b2/tranSMART system. Summary Statistics and Advanced
Workflow options will now be available for access.

ORGANIZATION
STEP 1: Explore ontologies by opening yellow folders to view registry data
The home page is divided into two sections: the left side contains the search tree for each registry and the right
side contains the cohort selection boxes (Subset 1 and Subset 2). GRDR Common Data Elements, mapped for each
registry, are then automatically aggregated in the fifth folder. The ontology for each registry is organized in the
same way so as to enable easier navigation within registries and between registries. Additionally, organization of
data is maintained across registries.

COHORT (SUBSET) SELECTION
STEP 2: Drag and drop criteria from left to select subset of individuals
Subset selection criterion can be very simple or more comprehensive, using combinations of the Boolean logic ‘and’
(entries in stacked subset boxes), ‘or’ (entries in the same subset box), and ‘not’ (by clicking the Exclude option for
the contents of a box).

USING STATISTICAL TOOLS TO QUERY DATA
STEP 3: Generate Summary Statistics
1) After selecting cohort(s), click on Generate Summary Statistics.
2) Subsets can be verified at the top of the Summary Statistics section. The i2b2/tranSMART application
automatically generates a table with subject totals and statistical analysis by age, sex and race for
each subset, if data are available.
3) Drag and drop any of the variables (from left side to anywhere on the right side of the home page) to
generate statistical analysis based upon that variable.

DOWNLOADING DATA
Controlled Access (Level 2 Access) – Available June 2016
Controlled access allows researchers to see individual patient-level data and download the anonymized information
to their own computer. To request Controlled access, click on the Profile drop down menu and select Level 2. You
must complete the requested information, provide your institution’s Federal-Wide Assurance (FWA) number, and
submit an IRB approval letter for your intended research project. The GRDR Data Access Committee will review and
determine whether approval is granted. You will receive an email notifying you of their decision.
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GRDR i2b2/tranSMART HOME PAGE
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2.

INTRODUCTION
1.1

The NIH/NCATS GRDR® Program

The aim of the GRDR program is to develop a Web-based resource that integrates, secures, and
stores de-identified patient information from many different registries for rare diseases, all in
one place. The ultimate goal of the GRDR program is to provide a “one-stop shop” for rare
disease data from registries across the world. Through the program, NCATS will give patients,
health care professionals, and researchers access to information about multiple rare diseases
through one central resource.
Studies driven by GRDR data could lead to improved therapeutic development and quality of life
for the many millions of people who have rare diseases.
For additional information about the NIH/NCATS GRDR® Program, visit the GRDR website at
https://ncats.nih.gov/grdr.

1.2

I2b2/tranSMART

I2b2 (or Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside) is a scalable informatics framework
designed primarily for translational research. TranSMART is an application layer to i2b2. It
allows all of the functionality of i2b2, plus the ability to perform complex statistical analysis, load
data using a simple Excel spreadsheet, and the ability to integrate genomic data and additional
phenotype data from multiple sources.
The primary objectives of i2b2/tranSMART are the integration of clinical, biological, and ‘omics
data (including such data as genomic test results) in one place, and the generation of hypotheses
by investigators interested in using the data for their research.

A quick overview of NIH/NCATS
GRDR i2b2/tranSMART, including a
live demo, is available at
https://vimeo.com/151171529.
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3.

AUTHENTICATION / AUTHORIZATION
2.1

Authentication

The NCATS GRDR i2b2/tranSMART can be accessed at https://grdr.hms.harvard.edu. To login,
use your eRA Commons or NIH email, Github account, Harvard Medical School email, or Gmail
account.

Login page
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2.2

Authorization

Authorization refers to the granting and managing of access levels within the i2b2/tranSMART
installation. Access levels are granted to users based on requirements specified by GRDR data
access policy.
To respond to the needs of the community, we would like to know who has interest in this
database and for what purpose. First time users of the platform will be required to provide the
following information and responses:

Registration pages
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An e-mail is sent to the user (the email address that was used to log in is used in all
communications) and another e-mail to the manager of the platform, alerting that a new user
registered.
The user will then be able to log in and will be presented with the list of registries integrated in
the NIH/NCATS GRDR i2b2/tranSMART system. Summary Statistics and Advanced Workflow
options will now be available for access. However, only aggregate data will be available at this
level.
Level 2 access can be granted by the manager of the platform if additional requirements, such as
IRB approval, have been submitted and communicated to the administrator. Level 2 access will
allow researchers to see individual patient-level data and download the anonymized information
to their own computer. This process is currently under development by NCATS GRDR data access
committee.

ACCESS CONTROL LEVELS WITHIN THE GRDR I2B2/TRANSMART USER INTERFACE
Level 0: No access
Open data access (Level 1): Access to aggregated counts only
Only online statistical tools from i2b2/tranSMART
No view or download of patient-level data
Need an account and a few sentences on why the investigator is interested in accessing the data
No IRB approval needed for the investigator

Controlled data access (Level 2): Access to patient-level data
Level 1 access, plus access to patient-level data to view or download
Need an IRB-approved protocol for this study and approval from GRDR data access committee

4.

USING I2B2/TRANSMART STASTICAL TOOLS TO QUERY
GRDR DATA
Below you will find examples of potential research questions and directions on how to navigate
through the system to query the data.

3.1

GRDR i2b2/tranSMART Home Page

The home page is the primary interface for data exploration and cohort formation. This page is
divided into two sections: the left side contains the ranked search tree for each registry and the
right side contains the cohort selection boxes (Subset 1 and Subset 2).
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Home page

3.1.1 Left side of home page
Each registry appears as a top node followed by a meta folder ‘_GRDR Common Data
Elements.’

Left side of home page:
Ranked search tree
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GRDR Common Data Elements, mapped for each registry, are then automatically
aggregated in the fifth folder. The ontology for each registry is organized in the same way
so as to enable easier navigation within registries and between registries. Additionally,
organization of data ranking is maintained across registries.

‘_GRDR Common Data
Elements’ folder

Registry data organization
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As an example, the ‘Intracranial Hypertension Registry’ folder contains:
1) A grouping of ALL variables into a common classification:
a. Socio-demographic data
b. Clinical data
c. Administrative data
2) Mapping to GRDR common data elements (61 variables only) folder called:
‘__Intracranial Hypertension Registry GRDR CDEs’
3) RAW data as it was collected by the registry

‘Intracranial Hypertension
Registry’ folder

The folder ‘2 Clinical data’ is divided into nine subcategories following the structure of
typical medical reporting (consultation, hospitalization).
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‘2 Clinical data’ folder

3.1.2 Right side of home page
The right side of the home page is organized in two columns of boxes, where data
subsets can be selected and entered.

Right side of home page:
Subsets selection
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3.2

Generate Summary Statistics

The following pages present examples of how cohorts can be selected and entered into the
subset boxes for statistical analysis of specific research questions.
Subset selection criterion can be quite complex, using combinations of the logical ‘and’ (entries
in stacked subset boxes), ‘or’ (entries in the same subset box), and ‘not’ (by clicking the ‘exclude’
option for the contents of a box).

STEP 1

Select the cohort of patients into the subsets, Subset 1 and Subset 2.

In this example, two subsets were created: 1) patients with primary intracranial hypertension
‘primary’ in Subset 1 and 2) patients with secondary OR undetermined intracranial hypertension,
‘secondary’ and ‘undetermined’ in one box, in Subset 2.

STEP 2

Click on ‘Generate Summary Statistics.’
Subsets can be verified at the top of the ‘Summary Statistics’ section. The
i2b2/tranSMART application automatically generates a table with subject totals
and statistical analysis by age, sex and race for each subset, if data are available.
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Summary Statistics: Subject totals and analysis
with age as a variable

Summary Statistics: Statistical analysis with
sex and race
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STEP 3

‘Drag and drop’ any of the variables (from left side to the right side of the home
page) to generate statistical analysis.

Analysis generated after dragging and dropping
the variable ‘age’

3.3

Advanced Workflow

STEP 1

Select the cohort of patients into Subset 1 or Subset 1 and 2 (depending upon
the analysis). Some more advanced analytical workflows require two cohorts to
be identified.

STEP 2

Click on “Advanced Workflow” and select the type of analysis.

Advanced Workflow
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Advanced Workflow: Analysis

There are six choices within Advanced Workflow.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

STEP 3

Box plot with ANOVA
Correlation analysis (Spearman, Pearson, Kendall)
Scatter plot with linear regression
Survival analysis
Table with Fisher test

Select independent variable and dependent variable (you can transform a
categorical variable into a continuous variable and vice versa). Then you can drag
and drop variables as dependent and independent variables for the correlation
analysis.

Select variables
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To transform the variable from this starting point, click on ‘Enable’ next to the ‘Binning’ category.

‘Binning’ interface

STEP 4

Click on ‘Run.’
Results of the analysis appear in a different window with boxplot and table for
ANOVA analysis.
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Advanced Workflow: Box plot

Advanced Workflow: ANOVA result (an
individual can export Raw R data if he/she
has Level 2 data access)
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3.4

Data Export (Controlled access only)

To view and export clinical data from selected cohorts, click ‘Grid View’ after generating
summary statistics. A flexible table will be generated with all subjects defined by the cohorts,
along with associated clinical data.
You can deselect any column and remove it from the table through the use of a dropdown menu
available in the column headers. Subsets of rows or the entire data table can be exported as an
Excel-compatible table by clicking the export button at the bottom of the page.

Grid view and column editing

Data export interface
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5.

EXAMPLES OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
4.1

Intracranial Hypertension Registry (IHR)
4.1.1 Generate Summary Statistics: Is there an association between sex
and Idiopathic Intracranial Hypertension? 1

Subset 1 = …\Primary\ (2 Clinical data\6 Diagnosis\Disease status\Intracranial
hypertension status\Primary)
Subset 2 = …\Secondary\ (2 Clinical data\6 Diagnosis\Disease status\Intracranial
hypertension status\Secondary) or …\Undetermined\ (2 Clinical data\6
Diagnosis\Disease status\Intracranial hypertension status\Undetermined)
Click on ‘Generate Summary Statistics.’ Then drag and drop the variable ‘Sex.’

Result of Chi-squared test is significant (p = 0.002):
92.5% ‘female with primary intracranial hypertension’ group (Subset 1)
is significantly higher than 81.8% ‘female with secondary or
undetermined intracranial hypertension’ group (Subset 2).
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4.1.2 Generate Summary Statistics: Is there an association between being
overweight and Idiopathic Intracranial Hypertension among females? 1

Subset 1 = …\Primary\ (2 Clinical data\6 Diagnosis\Disease status\Intracranial
hypertension status\Primary) and “Female” (\1 Socio-demographic\Sex\Female)
Subset 2 = …\Secondary\ (2 Clinical data\6 Diagnosis\Disease status\Intracranial
hypertension status\Secondary) or …\Undetermined\ (2 Clinical data\6
Diagnosis\Disease status\Intracranial hypertension status\Undetermined)) and “Female”
(\1 Socio-demographic\Sex\Female)
Click on ‘Generate Summary Statistics.’ Then drag and drop the variable ‘Weight at time
of diagnosis (IBS).’

Result of t- test is significant (p=0.0017):
The mean 218.11 for the ‘female with primary intracranial
hypertension’ group (Subset 1) is significantly higher than the
mean 187.80 for ‘female with secondary or undetermined
intracranial hypertension’ group (Subset 2).
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4.1.3 Generate Summary Statistics: Is there an association between
headaches and a high level of intracranial pressure? 1

Subset 1 = …\Yes\
signs\Headache\Yes)

(2

Clinical

data\5

Physical

findings\Signs\Neurological

Subset 2 = …\No\
signs\Headache\No)

(2

Clinical

data\5

Physical

findings\Signs\Neurological

Click on ‘Generate Summary Statistics.’ Then drag and drop the variable ‘TAP1 pressure.’

There is no significant difference
between the two subsets (p>0.05).
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4.1.4 Generate Summary Statistics: Is there an association between
Papilledema Bilateral and a high level of intracranial pressure? 2

Subset 1 = …\Yes\ (\2 Clinical data\5 Physical findings\Symptoms\Ophthalmological
symptoms\Papilledema\ Papilledema Bilateral \Yes)
Subset 2 = …\No\ (\2 Clinical data\5 Physical findings\Symptoms\Ophthalmological
symptoms\Papilledema\ Papilledema Bilateral \No)
Click on ‘Generate Summary Statistics.’ Then drag and drop the variable ‘TAP1 pressure.’

Result of t-test is significant (p=0.028):
For the TAP1 pressure, the mean of 367.83 in the group
‘Papilledema Bilateral: Yes’ (Subset 1) is significantly higher than
the mean of 339.05 in the group ‘Papilledema Bilateral: No’
(Subset 2).

4.1.5 Advanced Workflow: Is there an association between Neck Stiffness
and a high level of intracranial pressure? 2
Subset 1 = …\ Neck Stiffness \ (\2 Clinical data\5 Physical findings\Symptoms\
Neurological symptoms\ Neck Stiffness \)
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Then click on ‘Advanced Workflow.’

Cohort and analysis selection

Click on ‘Analysis’ and select ‘Box Plot with ANOVA.’

Independent variable = …\Neck Stiffness \ (\2 Clinical
findings\Symptoms\ Neurological symptoms\ Neck Stiffness \))

data\5

Physical

Dependent variable = …\TAP1 pressure\ (2 Clinical data\6 Diagnosis\Lumbar
tap\TAP1\TAP1 Pressure)
Then click on ‘Run.’

Variables selection for Box Plot with ANOVA
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Advanced Workflow results
Box Plot with ANOVA (p=0.045)
Mean of 374 mmHg in the group ‘Neck Stiffness: Yes’
is significantly higher than mean of 362 mmHg in the
group ‘Neck Stiffness: No’.
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4.2

International Pachyonychia Congenita Research Registry (IPCRR)
4.2.1 Generate Summary Statistics: Do Pachyonychia Congenita patients
with different gene mutations have different phenotypes? 3

Subset 1 = …\Krt6a\ (2 Clinical data\6 Diagnosis\Mutation in the gene for Keratin\Krt6a)
Subset 2 = …\Krt16\ (2 Clinical data\6 Diagnosis\Mutation in the gene for Keratin\Krt16)
Click on ‘Generate Summary Statistics.’

Summary Statistics: ‘Age’ is missing for
this registry
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Then drag and drop the variable ‘Number of thickened fingernails at this time.’

Result of t-test is significant (p<0.0001):
Mean of ‘Number of thickened fingernails at this time’ in
patients with Krt6A mutation group m1=9.36 (Subset 1)
is significantly higher than the mean of ‘Number of
thickened fingernails at this time’ in patients with Krt16
mutation group m2=4.87(Subset 2).

4.2.2 Generate Summary Statistics: What is the impact of the thickened
fingernails on the daily life or activities? 3

Subset 1 = …\Always a problem but able to function\ or …\Sometimes create a
problem\ or …\Thickened fingernails make it impossible to function\
(2 Clinical
data\9 Quality of life\Location\Impact on the daily life\Impact of the thickened
fingernails on the daily life or activities\...)
Subset 2 = …\No impact\ (2 Clinical data\9 Quality of life\Location\Impact on the daily
life\Impact of the thickened fingernails on the daily life or activities\...)
Click on ‘Generate Summary Statistics.’ Then drag and drop the variable ‘Number of
thickened fingernails at this time.’
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Result of t-test is significant (p-value<0.0001):
The mean 8.85 thickened fingernails in the group ‘at least one
impact’ (Subset 1) is significantly higher than the mean 7.05
thickened fingernails in group ‘no impact’ (Subset 2).

4.2.3 Advanced Workflow: Do P.C. patients with different gene mutations
have different phenotypes? 3

Subset 1 = …\Krt6a\ (2 Clinical data\6 Diagnosis\Mutation in the gene for Keratin\Krt6a)
or …\Krt16\ (2 Clinical data\6 Diagnosis\Mutation in the gene for Keratin\Krt16)
Then click on ‘Advanced Workflow.’ Click on ‘Analysis’ and select ‘Table with Fisher test.’
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Variables selection (table with Fisher test)

Independent variable = …\Thickened White skin in mouth located at tongue\ (\2Clinical
data\5 Physical findings\Location\Mouth tongue teeth\Precise location)
Dependent variable=
gene for Keratin)

…\Krt6a\ …\Krt16\ (2 Clinical data\6 Diagnosis\Mutation in the

Then click on ‘Run.’

Fisher test (p-<0.0001):
Patient having “Thickened white skin in mouth located at
tongue” with Krt6a=89%
Patient having “Thickened white skin in mouth located at
tongue” with Krt16=67%
Phenotype “Thickened white skin in mouth located at
tongue” is associated with Krt6a.
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4.3

North American Malignant Hyperthermia Registry (NAMHR)
4.3.1 Generate Summary Statistics: Is there any difference in the use of
Dantrolene® between patient AKA (Already Known As MH susceptible) and
others patients?

Subset 1 = …\Yes\ (2 Clinical data\2 Past medical history\Personal history\Is the patient
known as AKA patient (patient already known as MH susceptible\Yes)
Subset 2 = …\No\ (2 Clinical data\2 Past medical history\Personal history\Is the patient
known as AKA patient (patient already known as MH susceptible\No)
Click on ‘Generate Summary Statistics.’ Then drag and drop the variable ‘Dantrolene
given.’

Chi-squared test is significant (p<0.001):
Dantrolene® is more given to ‘AKA patient’
(23.4%) compared to ‘no-AKA patient’ (8%)’
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4.3.2 Generate Summary Statistics: Do the patients with Succinylcholine
(IV) have more cardiac disorders?

Subset 1 = …\Sinus Tachycardia (#Numbers…)\ (2 Clinical data\1 History of present
illness\Data of MH incident\3 Physical findings of MH incident \Signs ( physical
exams)\Sinus Tachycardia(#Numbers…))
Subset 2 = …\Data of MH incident\ (2 Clinical data\1 History of present illness\Data of
MH incident\ EXCLUDE Sinus Tachycardia(#Numbers…)\)
For subset 2, we want to select a cohort with patients who haven't done “Sinus
Tachycardia”; that’s why we exclude these patients.

Click on ‘Generate Summary Statistics.’

Then drag and drop the variable ‘IV Succinylcholine.’
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Chi-squared test is significant (p<0.001):
Among patients who received IV Succinylcholine ‘Sinus
Tachycardia’ is significantly more frequent
(53.9% vs 13.7%)

With ‘Ventricular Tachycardia’
Subset 1 = …\Ventricular Tachycardia (#Numbers…)\ (2 Clinical data\1 History of present
illness\Data of MH incident\3 Physical findings of MH incident \Signs ( physical
exams)\Ventricular Tachycardia(#Numbers…))
Subset 2 = …\Data of MH incident\ (2 Clinical data\1 History of present illness\Data of
MH incident\ EXCLUDE Ventricular Tachycardia(#Numbers…)\)
For subset 2, we want to select a cohort with patients who haven't done “Ventricular
Tachycardia”; that’s why we exclude these patients.

Chi-squared test is significant (p=0.001):
Patients with ‘Ventricular Tachycardia’ have received
significantly more frequently ‘IV Succinylcholine ’than patients
without ’Ventricular Tachycardia’
(50% vs 15.7%)
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4.3.3 Advanced Workflow: Is there a relation between most abnormal pH
level and most abnormal blood gas pCo2 (mmHg) (biological exams of MH
incident)? 4

Independent variable = …\Most abnormal pH level \ (\2 Clinical data\1 History of the
present illness\Data of the MH Incident \4 Biological exams\Most abnormal pH level)
Dependent variable= …\Most abnormal blood gas pCo2 (mmHg) \ (\2 Clinical data\1
History of the present illness\Data of the MH Incident \4 Biological exams\Most
abnormal blood gas pCo2 (mmHg))

Click on ‘Run.’
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Scatter plot with linear regression line

Linear regression results (p< 0.001):
There is a statistically significant linear
relation between pH and pCO2.
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4.4

Wolfram Syndrome International Registry (WFS)
4.4.1 Generate Summary Statistics: Is there any association between
having diabetes mellitus and having atrophic optic nerve? 5

Subset 1 = …\Yes\ (\2 Clinical
mellitus\Having diabetes mellitus\Yes)

data\5

Physical

findings\Disorders\Diabetes

Subset 2 = …\No\ (\2 Clinical data\5 Physical findings\Disorders\Diabetes mellitus\Having
diabetes mellitus\No)
“or”
…\Don’t know\ (\2 Clinical data\5 Physical
findings\Disorders\Diabetes mellitus\Having diabetes mellitus\Don’t know)
Click on ‘Generate Summary Statistics.’

Summary statistics
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Then, drag and drop the variable ‘Having optic atrophy.’

Chi-squared test is significant
(p<0.0001): 89.3% of patients having
“optic atrophy” with diabetes mellitus
(Subset 1) is significantly higher than
42.9% of patient having “optic
atrophy” without diabetes mellitus
(Subset 2)
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4.4.2 Advanced Workflow: Is there a link between weight currently and
having hormonal disorders?

Independent
variable
=
…\Having
hormonal
disorder\
findings\Disorders\Hormonal disorder\Having hormonal disorder)

(\5

Physical

Dependent variable= …\Weight currently (Ib)\ (\4 Biometric data\Weight currently (Ib))
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Box plot

ANOVA results (p<0.05):
Mean of weight = 172 ibs in patients with hormonal
disorder is significantly higher than mean of weight = 103
ibs in patients without hormonal disorder
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6.

GRDR COMMON DATA ELEMENTS
5.1

Definition

Common Data Elements (CDE) enable information to be collected and presented in consistent
formats to ensure data from different sources are defined in the same way using the same
standards and vocabulary. Use of CDEs facilitate cross-study comparisons, data integration,
promote interoperability, and improve the quality of data collection.
Each CDE represents a variable that can be collected and analyzed in projects and registries
within a particular analytic or clinical domain.
The GRDR® model registry of CDEs was developed for entry of patient data into any rare disease
registry. The GRDR i2b2/tranSMART repository includes only a subset of the CDEs that do not
include personal information, which could identify the patient. In addition to these CDEs, each
registry is required to add disease-specific elements.
Sixty-one GRDR CDEs are organized into 10 categories that include required and optional
elements:
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Current contact information
Sociodemographic information
Diagnosis
Family history
Birth and reproductive history
Anthropometric (body measurement) information
Patient-reported outcomes
Medications, devices, and health services
Clinical research participation and biospecimen donation
Communication and preferences
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5.2

Example: Statistical Analysis Using GRDR CDEs

Is there an association between vital status and sex of participants (analysis
across registries)?

Subset 1 = …\Yes\ (\2 Socio-Demographic\Has the participant died\’Yes’)
Subset 2 = …\No\ (\2 Socio-Demographic\ Has the participant died\’No’)
Click on ‘Generate Summary Statistics.’ Then drag and drop the variable ‘What is the
participant’s sex?’

Result of Chi-squared test is no significant
(p>0.05)
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APPENDIX A: EXTRACT-TRANSFORM-LOAD PROCESS
The Extract-Transform-Load process: The process
used to gather data from source registry and
integrate into i2b2/tranSMART.
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APPENDIX B: GRDR SUMMARY STATISTICS

NUMBER OF INTEGRATED REGISTRIES: 10
NUMBER OF PATIENTS: 5,227
NUMBER OF RARE DISEASES: 178
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APPENDIX C: FREQUENTLY ASKED QUE STIONS
1. In what format do you need the data to be submitted?
A simple Excel spreadsheet with one line per patient, one column per variable. Data can be
submitted as one or several files.
2. How often do you capture updated or new data, if at all?
You can submit additional data, as often as you want, when you feel there is enough to warrant it.
This may be every six months, yearly, or directly following a large enrollment/data collection period
for your registry.
3. How do I submit updates and additions?
To submit updates and additions, you will submit in exactly the same way as with your first data
submission. Include ALL data present – there is no need to track what has already been submitted
previously. Harvard will delete the loaded data and will reload using your new data.
4. Who creates the GUIDs?
Each registry is responsible for generating GUIDs for each of their participants. Participants should
be identified only by their GUID/Pseudo GUID when submitting data. No identifiable information is
allowed for submission.
5. What does aggregate data include?
Aggregate data includes the statistical data from all patients in the system that meet the criteria in
question. For instance, if there are 100 people who meet the criteria that you are searching for, you
will see statistical data for those 100 people. If only two people meet the criteria you are searching
for, you will see statistical data using only those two people.
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